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▶ Dark Lancer PvE Build Guide (Pre-Awakening and Wake up) Aura Kingdom Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2018-11-22 READ DESCRIPTION FOR LEFT OUT INFO I did it at 6:00 am Here's a Lancer guide that I've asked countless times to create. This guide will help you with pre-awakening or after waking up gears and stats. Obviously, I've considered post-awakening with the most detailed because many
people always have stat questions when they wake up. While pre-awakening is much easier compared to post-awakening. I feel that this will also help a lot of OS Lancer players too, since I know it not so long ago, they J GTA v Funny Moments: Indian KFC Shipping Shenanigans Ramen Loaded 1 month ago 2020-09-06 Many people suffered in the making of this movie roblox game in 51 seconds Ramen
Loaded 1 month ago 2020-08-23 more broken than an orphan having an incest fetish Warbow Solo Kingdom.to Ramen loaded 2 months ago020-08-14 why my downloads just nsoet now wtf Lancer Solo NSoET #3 Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 2 months ago 2020-08-08 I ate really spicy meat stick and now my stomach aches S20 Lancer (Garrote Only) Dungeons / Nightmares / Revelations Boss
Compilation Aura Kingdom.to Ramen uploaded 2 months ago 2020-07-30 TIMESTAMPS IN DESCRIPTION: YOUTUBE DO BE BLOCK IN SOME COUNTRIES Although. FUCK OFF. Sorcerer was present for Gaia's Nightmare for clicking double paths, and in Aqua for EXP. Land of Frost (Hell): 0:00 Flooded Forest (Hell): 0:13 Temple of the Ancestors (Hell): 0:32 Crystal Vault (Hell): 0:51 Nightmare
Landing of the Sky Dragon King: 1:04 Time Nightmare Library: 1:27 Gates of Hell (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 3:51 Mines of Despair (Party): 0:51 4:16
Bloodthirsty Castle (Party): 4:30 Frozen Hell (Party): 4:51 Experimental Dungeon (Party): 5:06 Gaia's Nightmare (Eternal Path Sun): 5:32 Gaia's Nightmare (Starry Night): Path 7:45 Nightmare Siege of the Aqua Dragon: 11:56 Ramen Uploaded 2 months ago 2020-07-27 Ramen Uploaded 2 months ago 2020-07-18 Lancer Solo Experimental Dungeon (Party) - Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Uploaded 3 months
ago 2020-07-07 i am suffering from this week's pleases let it end i don't think i can handle the torture of grinding lp for another 2 more days oh oh oh fuck please let me play another game Ramen Uploaded 3 months ago 2020-06-23 Lancer Solo Starry NSoET #2 - Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 3 months ago 2020-06-19 IDUNN RUN KILLER FT KILLER. NON-COMPLETED HC AND WTB DARK AURA
AND S15 138% DARK LANCE WITH NO INFLATION PL AND THANK YOU PM IGN: Music Arms: The Chainsmokers - Closer (T-Mass Remix) Matt McGuire Drum Cover Aura Kingdom.to TLPT F4-6 Ramen Loaded 3 months ago 2020-06-19 I promise them a monotonous, I was just focusing and my microphone is damn loud and my breathing asmr to my ears; forget Lightning Ramen Loaded 4 months
ago 2020-06-11 I spent more time studying and creating In After Effects. Song: Hyper Potions and MYLK - Jelly Ramen Loaded 4 Months Ago 2020-06-08 Time Flying Flying when you create material in After Effects. Song: Univz - Acid Ride Ramen Loaded 4 months ago 2020-05-23 Ramen Loaded 4 months ago 2020-05-19 is not a big deal since it was on F3 NTL, but 1 billion 1 billion Ramen Loaded 4
months ago 2020-05-18 Song: The feat of Frank Pierce. Sam Wasami - From you, for me I spent at least a dozen more hours of post-effects training. Ramen Loaded 5 months ago 2020-05-07 Ramen Loaded 5 months ago 2020-05 Ramen Loaded 5 months ago 2020-05-06 Halo: Reach MCC - Legendary campaign Funny Moments Ramen Uploaded 7 months ago 2020-03-17 A loud audio game MB. VID is
just for fun and warning headphones. Lancer Solo Starry NSoET - Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 7 months ago 2020-03-03 My first solo attempt. Not a single book of the Spell of Extermination was used. No Death Grip and Universal Wish List; my RNG sucks. No 06 Magic Gear either, since I don't bother with MH. Cut out part of Niddhog because I don't think people want to look at me Garrote it for 6
minutes in a row. I was afraid of MAC her since I ended up dying before using my eido in alt. Niddhog: Missing details dmg: 7% from SS, 5% from costume weap, 6% from Eido history. Marine on steroids pushes me Ramen Loaded 8 months ago 2020-02-16 MB for loud music I didn't expect this marine to flip on me. I just wanted to see my laso achievement Updated PvE Dark Lancer Guide (February,
2020) ft Noah Ramen Loaded 8 months ago 2020-02-10 Updated Dark Lancer Guide from any year I posted last. Aura Kingdom: Loli (幻⿓偶 Dragonista) Class Showcase/Gameplay Building a House in Minecraft goes horribly wrong Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-07-21 When you lose the last three brain cells. I forgot to let go of my mouse when the laughs are too normal no bully NSoET with unnerfed
Final damage performance Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-01-20 GM teams were used in creating this video. no loud not me to say fyi I would post this on April 1st, but they kinda few months from Recorded on 1/19/19 KurtzPel Live NA: Revival Ticket Showcase Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-05-01 Europe confirmed release date: June 5, 2019 Asian servers confirmed release date: July 3, 2019 Revival
ticket features: Extra hairstyles, eyebrows, apprentice settings, redistribution, and name change character. The Revival ticket feature can be purchased for $10 in the DLC/Additional Content section of KurtzPel. Download KurtzPel from Steam free (only for NA and SA at the moment): Lancer Solo Nightmare Time Library F1-15 with S5 150% CRIT DMG Accessories (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1
year ago 2019-03-18 Using a new set of accessories S5 received from Sky Tower Floors 41-50. Giving a 150% CDMG cover to increase the positive effect. It's pre-recorded. Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-01-24 (KurtzPel NA Closed Beta) Wind Dance (en) Conquering PVP - Temple wind Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-02-23 I like to like NA Kurtzpel beta so far and I don't usually PVP in these types of
games, but I really like Kurzpel's PVP. Especially with friends. Can't wait to see what will be in full release. Beta IGN: Jesus Guitar Solo Dawn Cliff Way (Hell) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2019-01-23 Soloing Dawn Cliff Way (Hell) as a holy artist to build. Bosses were removed by a charged Blake Sword. Guitar Solo Nightmare Time Library F1-9 (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1 year
ago 2019-01-06 Gear: Attempt out of a solo nightmare being a library floors 1-9 as a new class performer with a dark build. Honestly, I would have done 1-15, but I didn't do it because I didn't want to waste my precious time on a 1-15 guitar solo, which would probably take more than half an hour. Obviously, many mistakes have been made in this perspective (especially F1, holy shit). Although, a dark guitar
build literally just has just one dark element of skill most of the time I'm just using shreds and then spamming dark skills afterwards. The guitar's total damage to ntL is meh. Not good, but not bad. The fact I didn't have any pots for the guitar as well as the bill. Warbow can do a lot of damage too! Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2018-12-29 Lancer Individual Nightmare Time Library F1-15 with 67% PEN (en) Aura
Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2018-12-20 Testing 1-15 Nightmare Time Library with 67% PEN. My DMG through floors 1-5 was absolute rubbish and I missed all my rituals on F2 too. Chests were garbage, too. Garrote didn't even shoot them on the lower and upper floors. Overall, average mileage. Lancer Guide: The Solo Nightmare Crying Thunder Dragon King - AuraKingdom.to Ramen
Uploaded 1 year ago 2018-11-24 The first time a cry solo recorded this some time in early November. So I'm really late to get into this. Got 6 minutes, slowly killing mobs at the beginning and running around like chicken on spiders rather than rushing to the boss. Obviously I made a lot of mistakes in that run. Lancer Guide: Dark Lancer PvE Build Guide (Pre-Awakening and Wake up) Aura Kingdom Ramen
Loaded 1 year ago 2018-11-22 READ DESCRIPTION FOR LEFT OUT INFO I did it at 6:00 am Here's a Lancer guide that I've asked countless times to create. This guide will help you with pre-awakening or after waking up gears and stats. Obviously, I've considered post-awakening with the most detailed because many people always have stat questions when they wake up. While pre-awakening is much
easier compared to post-awakening. I feel that this will also help a lot of OS Lancer players too, since I know that not so long ago, they just got waking up and still lvling (or way to the SLV5. If you have a complete ATK SPD history finished, you can roll your Eidos to 24% DMG and 45% Dark Skills DMG. Because of the lancer ATK SPD cover is 72%, which you can cover with 50% SPD / / Stories / and 4%
ATK SPD secret stone. Your elementary eidos should also be rerolled into 45 Ele DMG and 45 Dark Skills DMG. The eido you choose for the item also matters too. Ex: Idunn for Lightning ele bosses for F12 NTL, Kusanagi in NSOET, etc. Rotation for subclass should be charged Dragon Slash or charged stun. You should also roll up your secret stones most preferably 4% DMG Dealt and 6/7/8% Ele DMG.
You can only get 4% DMG Dealt with Advanced Secret Stone Randomizer / If you don't have it, just go for 3% DMG Dealt with regular Secret Stone Randomizer instead until you get Advanced ones. (NOTE) For PS Lancer players, it's best to roll another set of SS with the new 41-50 ST floors coming out. There will be a new acc kit with 150% CRIT DMG overcap (?), so just roll another set of SS with CRIT
DMG 4% DMG Dealt. Obviously I feel like I left some things to explain. So if you notice something, write a comment about it and I'll leave the answer. Nightmare Time Library Solo F1-15 - Aura Kingdom.to Nightmare Aidolone Tests Star Trek - Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2018-11-18 Running a new Way Nightmare SoET, which was released last Thursday during maintenance. It was
actually my first time running this way, I'll be honest: I expected to die a lot more from actual attacks, not from a mistake, and in order to be a lot harder. Still worth 3% PEN though. Guitar Solo Silent Castle (Hell) Aura Kingdom.to S10 Lancer Nightmare Boss Kill Compilation (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 1 year ago 2018-10-27 Here's another compilation, but this time it's nightmare bosses. I turned
on the PT clips as well through the floors 10-15, because if I turned on the solo, this video would be too long and I don't want it to be like 9 minutes. Especially if I were to include NSoET bosses, then this video would definitely take much longer than 9 minutes. Song: ONE OK ROCK - Nothing Helps Ign: Sqwippy Stats (Outside the Dungeon): Nightmare SoET #3 Lancer POV - Aura Kingdom.to Ramen
Loaded 1 year ago 2018-10-21 Here's a much faster run of my SoET nightmare. Little mistakes were made, for example, forgetting to switch to my Holy Elementary eido on Michael. The only one who managed to die in this run is Warbow, who was in range and still died somehow. I was the only Lancer so that probably made this launch a lot slower than it should have been. If you don't understand either, I
changed my name to Lancer. IGN: Sqwippy Nightmare Time Library F15 Solo Burn - Aura Kingdom.to Solo Nightmare Time Library F13-15 - Lancer (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 2 years ago 2018-09-30 13-15F: Players: DMG -100%, 10'12F TLuff deb (no typo, the same applies to normal TL13 - can Error) Monsters: Strength 135% (bosses 155), DMG deal 50%, DMG taken -10%; DEF: 37722-
38690 70% It's only my second time doing it, so I still have plenty of room for improvement. I could have run this at a much faster time if I rerolled my 4% DMG SS to have 3% ACC as one of the stats, but unfortunately my RNG isn't good enough, so I'm not risking at the moment. Which leads me to use eido with precision to enhance the skills of the entire mileage. Fun. On F14, I messed up a lot with
mechanics and forgot to turn off my dark elementary mountain. F15, I couldn't lure him to the totem for the first time, which led to my death. I also kept forgetting the red run every second MAC through. I forgot to take the bag off. I also get tired of making these NTL vids. Awakening Guitar Class Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 2 years ago 2018-09-30 Awakening recently released Artist (Guitar) class in
Aura Kingdom PS. Credits goes to Fallen to provide this frame. Nightmare SoET #2 - Lancer POV (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Loaded 2 years ago 2018-09-23 We fucked so many times in this run if it wasn't clear enough. It was also 5am in the morning and you can hear me furious in BG. If we hadn't made mistakes, we could have got the sub 5 minutes. Mistakes: 1. Morrigan death and carpets. 2.
Demeter carpets and healing. 3. LAG 4. Embarrassed on which eido we killed in the first place. 5. Switch Eidolon elementary list of traffic locks. 6. Aides death and carpets. 7. Cerberus stun. 8. Blue bird tornado and not having a storm ele eido up. 9. Byakko carpet impact back and not storm ele eido up. 10. Invisible carpets. 11. Bullo lift AoE. Nightmare Time Library Floors 1-15 (en) No Lancer Warbow
POV Ramen Loaded 2 years ago 2018-09-03 When find out who will come to Nightmare, we ended up with 2 sorcerers at first. Then one of the sorcerers had a shit connection, so we replaced Chris when we were in the middle of NSoET. We managed to finish NSoeT and switched to NTL. So I decided to record Lancer-less run floors 1-15 with Noah purposefully healing Taloc on F12 and healing Ruth on
F14 hence 19 minutes. ;( Individual Nightmare Time Library F1-9 (4-Star Stories) Lancer Dark - Aura Kingdom.to Nightmare Time Library F10-12 Lancer (en) Aura Kingdom.to Ramen Uploaded 2 years ago 2018-07-30 Soloing Nightmare Time Library floors 10-12 on the dark assembly lancer. With new 4-star stories for the Eidolons, the solo NTL floors of 10-12 has become 100% lighter because the 4-star
Eidolon story is funny. I should have recorded 13-15. Idk at my microphone is so quiet you can barely hear me Dark Lancer PvE Build Guide (Pre Awakening and Wake up) Aura Kingdom READ DESCRIPTION FOR LEFT OUT INFO I did it at 6:00 am Here's a Lancer guide that I've asked countless times to create. This guide will help you with pre-awakening or after waking up gears and stats. Obviously, I
considered post-awakening with the most detailed because many people always have stat questions, they wake up. While pre-awakening is much easier compared to post-awakening. I feel like it will also help a lot of OS Lancer players too, too, I know that not long ago, they just got waking up and still lvling (or bottling) their way to the SLV5. If you have a complete ATK SPD history finished, you can roll
your Eidos to 24% DMG and 45% Dark Skills DMG. Because of the Lancer ATK SPD cover being 72%, which you can cover with 50% SPD/Eido stories/ and 4% ATK SPD secret stone. Your elementary eidos should also be rerolled into 45 Ele DMG and 45 Dark Skills DMG. The eido you choose for the item also matters too. Ex: Idunn for Lightning ele bosses for F12 NTL, Kusanagi in NSOET, etc.
Rotation for subclass should be charged Dragon Slash or charged stun. You should also roll up your secret stones most preferably 4% DMG Dealt and 6/7/8% Ele DMG. You can only get 4% DMG Dealt with Advanced Secret Stone Randomizer / If you don't have it, just go for 3% DMG Dealt with regular Secret Stone Randomizer instead until you get Advanced ones. (NOTE) For PS Lancer players, it's
best to roll another set of SS with the new 41-50 ST floors coming out. There will be a new acc kit with 150% CRIT DMG overcap (?), so just roll another set of SS with CRIT DMG 4% DMG Dealt. Obviously I feel like I left some things to explain. So if you notice something, write a comment about it and I'll leave the answer. Answer. aura kingdom lancer build 2020. aura kingdom lancer build stat. aura
kingdom lancer build pve. dark lancer build aura kingdom. aura kingdom ronin/lancer build. aura kingdom lancer pvp build. aura kingdom lancer build guide
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